[Simplifying complex drug therapies : Challenges and solutions].
The difficulties of managing a complex medication regimen are often underestimated in outpatient care. A large number of drugs (polypharmacy) and complicated dosage schemes or dosage forms may overstrain patients. Indeed, wrong drug administration can impair treatment success or cause adverse drug events.Patients are often unaware of the medication administration errors. Furthermore they do not voice administration problems, often because they are not aware of the potential to optimize their drug therapy. Medication regimen complexity can often be reduced by simple measures. However, feasible concepts for reducing medication regimen complexity in a structured way have been lacking in routine care so far.Electronic decision support facilitates systematic and efficient identification of factors that increase the complexity of a medication regimen. Furthermore, electronic decision aids may enable physicians and pharmacists to take appropriate measures in order to reduce medication regimen complexity. Personalizing the analysis and resulting measures to reduce medication regimen complexity might increase readiness of patients to implement changes in treatment and, thus, probably increase adherence. The first results of a prospective trial that is supported by the Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) Innovationsfonds (HIOPP-6, Komplexitätsreduktion in der Polypharmazie unter Beachtung von Patientenpräferenzen) will be available in autumn 2018 and answer these questions.